The multifractal structure of satellite sea surface temperature maps can be used to obtain global maps of streamlines
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Abstract

Nowadays Earth observation satellites provide information about many relevant variables of the ocean-climate system, such as temperature, moisture, aerosols, etc. However, to retrieve the velocity field, which is the most relevant dynamical variable, is still a technological challenge, specially in the case of oceans. New processing techniques, emerged from the theory of turbulent flows, have come to assist us in this task. In this paper, we show that multifractal techniques applied to new Sea Surface Temperature satellite products opens the way to build maps of ocean currents with unprecedented accuracy. With the application of singularity analysis, we show that global ocean circulation patterns can be retrieved in a daily basis. We compare these results with high-quality altimetry-derived geostrophic velocities, finding a quite good correspondence of the observed patterns both qualitatively and quantitatively. The implications of this findings from the perspective both of theory and of operational applications are discussed.

1 Introduction

Earth observation satellites provide an excellent platform for continuously monitoring the climatic evolution of our planet. Present remote sensors provide, on a rutinary basis and at global scales, a wide set of measured variables such as Sea Surface Temperature (SST), water vapor content in atmosphere, ocean surface chlorophyll concentration, aerosol concentration in air and a long etc. Atmospheric and ocean studies have largely been benefited from it, although the characterization of ocean dynamics by means of satellite observations is however more elusive than that of atmosphere. First, because due to the highest optical extinction of ocean water, our satellite-based knowledge about the ocean is limited to a narrow layer close to surface, of a depth going from millimeters to a few meters. Second, because despite some recent developments in Doppler radar shift (Chapron et al., 2005; Johannessen et al., 2005), to
directly obtain a crucial dynamic variable as the ocean velocity field from satellites is still a challenging task.

Velocities can be retrieved through the Sea Surface Height (SSH) measurements from radar altimetry. The SSH field is linked to the pressure field and then the geostrophic approximation may be used to derive the velocity field. As a result quasi-synoptic maps can be build through the interpolation of several altimeters (Traon et al., 1998) and have been used to study the ocean variability at relatively large scales (Wunsch and Stammer, 1998). Sampling limitations as well as the necessity to combine the signals of several altimeters limit the spatial and time resolutions and prevent altimetry maps to resolve part of the relevant oceanic processes (Pascual et al., 2006).

An alternative strategy to evaluate ocean surface velocities from satellite data is to process sequences of images of SST (Bowen et al., 2002) or other scalars (Crocker et al., 2007). These techniques are based on tracking ocean structures which have been generated by the flow and are still being dragged (advected) by it. This strategy leads to useful velocity fields, although the spatial and temporal resolutions are relatively limited due to processing needs, and sometimes the field is not well resolved. However, satellite images of scalar variables can still be further exploited to gain insight about the dynamics, taking advantage of the turbulent structure of ocean flows.

When turbulence develops in a flow, a very complicated structure raises. In a turbulent flow, intermittency is revealed as dramatic changes of velocity and other properties as one moves across the fluid domain. As a consequence, shear is dominant over many areas; scalar parcels dragged by two different filaments rapidly separate from each other and so the flow is continuously creating new singularity fronts. By singularity we understand that the value of the local singularity exponent (a measure of the function regularity (Daubechies, 1992; Turiel and Parga, 2000)) decreases, what means that the function becomes more irregular. Therefore, in a scalar submitted to turbulence singularities are created in a statistically steady rate. Hence, each time a singularity is observed in a scalar it would probably indicate the presence of a strong velocity gradient (Kraichnan, 1968; Lapeyre et al., 2001). In fact, in previous works
some authors have argued that extracting singularities from satellite images as SST maps serves to delineate flow streamlines. Expressed in other words, singularity exponents are advected by the flow, what is an appropriate assumption as far as the stirring by the horizontal advection is the main singularity-inducing effect. This hypothesis is supported by the facts that at the mesoscale ocean flows are practically bi-dimensional and dominated by geostrophic balance and both SST and Chlorophyll images exhibit a common turbulent signature (Nieves et al., 2007).

In this paper, we will prove for the first time that singularity exponents derived from microwave SST maps serve to trace streamlines of surface currents, and at the same time we will validate a new generation of altimeter products. In Sect. 2 we will present the data to be used in this study. Then, in Sect. 3 the concept of singularity exponent field of a scalar map is introduced and discussed, and some examples are shown. We thus proceed to Sect. 4, where the streamlines derived from singularity analysis of SST maps are compared with altimetry-derived geostrophic currents. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 5. Technical details are presented in the Appendices.

2 Description of the data

Our main source of data for this study are Optimally Interpolated (OI) SST images from Microwave (MW) Radiometer SSTs. Microwave OI SST data are produced by Remote Sensing Systems and sponsored by National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP), the NASA Earth Science Physical Oceanography Program, and the NASA REASoN DISCOVER Project. Data are available through the following web site: http://www.remss.com.

As SST images contain irregularly spaced data (in time and space) due to orbital gaps or environmental conditions, an interpolation of the data onto a regularly sampled grid is needed to make up for this missing data. MW SST products accurately resolve some features that could be missed due to data gaps or weather condition.
This is possible by blending TMI and AMSR-E SSTs, providing nearly complete global coverage each day. Near real time OI SST products are created daily, even if no new observations exist. However, the product is 0.25°×0.25 degree gridded, which is a coarse resolution in comparison with the standard infrared SSTs one. Processing details can be found in Reynolds and Smith (1994) and at the following website: http://www.ssmi.com/sst/microwave_oisst_browse.html.

The second source of data for this study are geostrophic surface currents computed at CLS in the framework of the SURCOUF project (Larnicol et al., 2006). Two types of currents maps are produced by SURCOUF. First, real time global maps of surface currents, which are produced daily on a 1/3° Mercator grid. Second, a reanalysis of these currents exists for the period June 1999–January 2006. In this study, the SURCOUF daily delayed-time maps of absolute geostrophic surface currents are used for the period September 2002 to August 2003. This period is particularly interesting since four altimetric satellites (Jason-1, ERS2/ENVISAT, TOPEX interleaved, GFO) were working together, allowing a much improved description of the ocean mesoscale (Pascual et al., 2006).

SURCOUF currents are based on the use of the altimetric data distributed by AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com) and processed through the following steps: First, the usual geophysical corrections were applied to the altimetric heights from the four satellites (apart from GFO, for which specific corrections were applied (Traon et al., 2003)) and Sea Level Anomalies were computed subtracting from the instantaneous altimetric heights a 7 year (1993–1999) mean profile. Specific processing was applied to TP interleaved and GFO to achieve consistency with the Jason-1 and ERS2-ENVISAT missions (Traon et al., 2003; Traon and Dibarboure, 2004). Then the along-track anomalies from the four different missions were mapped into a global 1/3° resolution Mercator grid using a procedure described in Traon et al. (2003) and the observed Combined Mean Dynamic Topography RIO05 (Rio et al., 2005) was added to the SLA maps in order to retrieve daily maps of absolute ocean topography. The surface velocity currents were finally computed from the absolute topography maps using the geostrophic assump-
Characterization of streamlines by singularity exponents

The first step in our work is to design stable, high-performance tools to perform singularity analysis on real images, capable to assign an accurate value of singularity exponent at each point. The singularity exponent of a scalar at a given point is a scale-invariant, dimensionless measure of the degree of regularity or irregularity of the function at that point (see Isern-Fontanet et al., 2007, and Turiel et al., 2008a, for a full discussion of the concept). As furnished by the acquisition devices, images (properly speaking, 2-D maps of a given variable) do not vary continuously on space but are sampled on a discrete grid, and are also affected by several sources of error, noise and acquisition problems. Hence, singularity analysis must implement appropriate filtering and interpolation schemes (Daubechies, 1992; Arneodo et al., 1995).

In this paper, we have used the same strategy developed in Turiel and Parga (2000), which has been shown to attain good spatial and value accuracy in the determination of singularity exponents in many contexts and in particular for the processing of satellite imagery (Turiel et al., 2005a,b; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2007; Nieves et al., 2007; Turiel et al., 2008a). We will denote the scalar under study by \( \theta(x) \) (where \( \theta \) can be SST, chlorophyll concentration, etc, and \( x \) denotes the point in the image plane). At each location \( x \) the singularity exponent \( h(x) \) can be obtained by processing the wavelet projections (Daubechies, 1992; Mallat, 1999) of the modulus of the gradient of \( \theta \), that we denote by \( T_\Psi[|\nabla \theta|](x, r) \) and are defined as follows:

\[
T_\Psi[|\nabla \theta|](x, r) \equiv \int dx' |\nabla \theta|(x') \frac{1}{r^2} \Psi \left( \frac{x - x'}{r} \right)
\]  

(1)

As shown in previous works (Turiel et al., 2005b; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2007; Nieves et al., 2007) the wavelet projection of gradients of SST and other scalars depend on...
the scale resolution parameter $r$ as a power-law, characterized by the local singularity exponent $h(x)$ in the way:

$$T_\Psi[[\nabla \theta]](x, r) = \alpha(x) r^{h(x)} + o\left(r^{h(x)}\right)$$

(2)

where the expression $o\left(r^{h(x)}\right)$ means a term which is negligible compared to $r^{h(x)}$ when $r^{h(x)}$ goes to zero. Scalars submitted to turbulence present local power-law scaling at each one of its points as the one expressed by Eq. (2). This is connected to the Microcanonical Multifractal Formalism (Turiel et al., 2008b): Eq. (2) implies that $\theta$ is multifractal (i.e. a composite of multiple fractal interfaces) and at the same time allows to explicitly separate each fractal interface from a given signal $\theta(x)$ (in contrast with classical approaches, which only allow a statistical characterization of the fractal components (Frisch, 1995)).

In Fig. 1 we show an example of singularity analysis on a global map of Microwave (MW) Sea Surface Temperature (SST); for details on the obtaining of singularity exponents see Appendix A. Many hydrographic features of global and regional ocean circulation become evident in the singularity map. Main boundary currents, such as the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio, the Agulhas retroflection current or the Falkland current, as well as the diverse filaments of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, which can be vaguely distinguished in SST maps, become clear and distinct in the singularity map, in addition with other emerging filaments, eddies and currents that were hidden in the SST maps. Notice that even accepting that singularity exponents serve to delineate the streamlines of the flow, they do not offer information about the velocity modulus or sense, only about its direction. However, this information is already very useful to understand ocean circulation. In the following we will discuss on the validation of singularity streamlines.
4 Comparison with altimetry

Although the singularity maps derived from MW SST that we have presented are appealing and seem to be highly correlated with the geometrical arrangement of currents in oceans, we need to confirm their validity as current tracers. Hence, we need independent measurements to contrast the similitudes and to quantify the degree of closeness between ocean currents and the filaments shown in singularity maps. However, this is precisely the question: we have no synoptic maps of ocean currents. Nevertheless, for a more than a year between 2002 and 2003 high-quality daily maps of geostrophic currents derived from the combination of four satellite altimeters are available (Pascual et al., 2006). Hence, we have used these data, produced by CLS, as a reference in the present study.

In Fig. 2 we show a couple of examples of the comparison of singularity maps derived from MW SST and high-quality altimeter maps, for two different regions. The visual assessment indicates that singularities align quite well with altimeter-derived geostrophic currents.

However, a simple visual comparison does not allow to quantify the degree of closeness between altimeter-derived currents and singularity lines. Hence, we have estimated the advective and the material derivatives of the singularity exponents \( h(\mathbf{x}, t) \) using the geostrophic velocity field \( \mathbf{v}(\mathbf{x}, t) \), that we denote by \( A_h = \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla h \) and \( D_h = \partial_t h + A_h \), respectively; processing details can be found in Appendix B. If the singularity exponents delineate streamlines, then the advective derivative should be zero, \( A_h = 0 \). If the singularity exponents are passive tracers, then the material derivative equals zero, \( D_h = 0 \). In Figs. 3 and 4, we show examples of the computation of both types of derivative in two different months of the year 2003; notice that in the figures we show the time average for the considered period of the absolute values of the time derivative. For comparison purposes, we present the derivatives of both SST and singularity exponents.

As shown in the figures, both time derivatives are close to zero in the case of singu-
larity exponents, although advective derivatives are significantly smaller. This means that the hypothesis that singularity exponents delineate streamlines is more consistent than the hypothesis of passive advection of singularity exponents. However, the partial time derivative of the singularity exponents, i.e. the term $\partial_t h$, is relatively small and so both types of derivative are not so different; hence, the hypothesis of passive advection of singularity exponents can be appropriate for short time periods. Comparing the results of the time derivatives of singularity exponents and those of SST is not straightforward, as they do not have the same units. Time derivatives of SST seem to be much less uniform than those of singularity exponents and significantly greater in value, but lacking of an appropriate conversion unit the used colorbars are conventional and so this conclusion is rather arbitrary. In fact, average advective derivatives of SST are of about $0.5^\circ C/day$, which do not seem very large. To help comparison, we have defined new quantities with the same dimensions for both variables and informative about the quality as fluid tracers of each variable. We thus define the advective divergence speed, $V_A$, and the material divergence speed, $V_M$, of a scalar $\theta$ as follows:

$$V_A(x, t) \equiv \frac{|A\theta(x, t)|}{|\nabla \theta(x, t)|}, \quad V_M(x, t) \equiv \frac{|D\theta(x, t)|}{|\nabla \theta(x, t)|} \quad (3)$$

These quantities have units of speed, and we interpret them as the speeds at which the isolines of $\theta$ separate from the actual streamlines. This interpretation is supported by the implicit function identity $\partial_t \theta / \partial_x \theta = -\partial_t x$. A more precise argument in support of this interpretation is the following: the advective (vs. material) time derivative informs us about the rate of variation of the variable $\theta$ as we move along the streamline (vs. trajectory), but gives no idea about the distance that the water parcel has run to observe such an increment of the variable. On the other hand, the gradient of $\theta$ gives information about the spatial variability of $\theta$ going along the direction of fastest variation, which is always perpendicular to the isolines of $\theta$. Hence, the ratio of the time derivative by the gradient gives us the speed at which the streamline (vs. trajectory) crosses isolines of $\theta$. 
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We show examples of divergence speeds in Figs. 5 and 6. Figures show that both advective and material divergence speeds of singularity exponents have small values, which are of the order 1–2 km/day on average. In addition, divergence speeds are very uniformly distributed on the Globe, with more significant deviations on areas of larger mesoscale activity around the great boundary currents.

The situation is quite different for SST-derived divergence speeds. Advective divergence speeds are relative small on average (around 8 km/day) but less uniformly distributed that their singularity counterparts. Material divergence speeds, on the other hand, have rather large values, of order 30 km/day on average, with peaks up to 50 km/day, and are more associated to some frontal areas and possibly to the presence of active upwelling/downwelling, which indeed changes the thermal signature on the affected areas.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that singularity analysis of MW SST images can be used to uncover the circulation patterns in global oceans. Singularity exponents are dimensionless quantities, and they are less affected by large-area effects like sun heating cycles, sunglint, etc. In addition, they have much richer spatial structure, with strong variations, what aids to give a precise location to mesoscale features like eddies and filaments. Results indicate that singularity exponents are appropriate to delineate instantaneous streamlines with an average uncertainty of about 1 km/day, that is, around 1 cm/s. This value of the divergence speed is the smallest possible one, as it is of the order of altimeter accuracy. This result means a significant improvement with respect to other techniques employed to extract dynamic information on SST such as MCC (Bowen et al., 2002) or Surface Quasi Geostrophy (Isern-Fontanet et al., 2006). However, singularity analysis does not provide access to the full velocity vector, just to its direction. The modulus and sense of this field can be guessed under the appropriate hypothesis (Turiel et al., 2005b) or integrating additional information (Isern-Fontanet et al., 2007). In this sense
the combination with the information of the forthcoming generation of wide-swath altimeters (Chelton, 2001) will mitigate such a limitation providing an improvement of the results.

As MW SST images are now produced at a daily rate, the techniques described in this paper are relevant for many purposes. At a operational level it can eventually produce high resolution operational instantaneous velocity fields. At a more fundamental level it enables a better use of the satellite information to study many oceanographic processes. We can easily determine the position of different fronts associated to the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, to quantify the extent and propagation speed of Tropical Instability Waves or to study the filamentation of the great boundary currents and how they close the great subtropical gyres at the eastern boundary. All those structures are strongly linked to large-extent phenomena which condition the climate; the re-analysis of existing databases and the on-going produced maps will be useful to understand the short-term variability of oceanic part of the climate engine and to improve our knowledge in future years.

Appendix A

Application of singularity analysis

For the determination of the singularity exponents we have employed as wavelet \( \psi \) an optimized numerical implementation of the Lagrangian wavelet,

\[
\psi_L(x) = \frac{1}{1 + |x|^2}
\]  

(A1)

Such a function is not an admissible wavelet (Daubechies, 1992) because it is strictly positive and hence it cannot be used to represent data. However, as discussed in (Turiel et al., 2006), positive wavelets can be used to obtain the singularity exponents of multifractal measures as the ones defined by gradient modulus, so \( \psi_L \) can be used...
to this purpose. In fact, it has been shown to have a good performance on real situations, although it truncates the singularities beyond \( h=0 \). To avoid this effect, which is connected with the behavior of the tail of the wavelet (Turiel et al., 2008b), we have constructed a numerical implementation, \( \Psi_{Ln} \), which is defined by a matrix of numerical weights which is close to \( \Psi_L \) for small values of \(|x|\) but has a faster decay for larger values of \(|x|\).

The exponents \( h(x, t) \) are obtained by the application of Eq. (2) at different resolution scales \( r \). For a set of scales \( r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m \) a linear regression of \( \log T_{\psi}[\nabla \theta](x, r) \) vs. \( \log r \) is performed at each point \( x \) in the image; the slope of such a regression is the singularity exponent \( h(x) \). For the experiences shown in this paper we have used \( m=7 \) different scales which are uniformly sampled in a logarithmic axis, \( \log r_{i+1} - \log r_i = \text{constant} \). We fix the constant so that \( r_1 = 1 \text{ pixel} \) and \( r_m = 0.1 \times \text{image size} \).

Appendix B

Evaluation of time derivatives

For the determination of the advective and material derivatives of the different scalars we need to compute the Lagrangian trajectories, for which we have used a simple integration scheme. Let us first introduce some notation. We will denote the longitude coordinate by \( \phi \) and the latitude coordinate by \( \lambda \). For two points on the sphere \( p=(\phi, \lambda) \), \( p'=(\phi', \lambda') \) we define the distance between them by the length of arc of geodesic circle which joins both points. For two points of close coordinates we approximate this distance \( d(p, p') \) by the following expression:

\[
d(p, p') = R_e \sqrt{(\lambda - \lambda')^2 + (\phi - \phi')^2 \cos^2 \left( \frac{\lambda + \lambda'}{2} \right)} \tag{B1}
\]

where \( R_e \) is the radius of Earth and the angular variables are expressed in radians.
Given a point \( p \) in the sphere, we evaluate the velocity at that point by interpolating the velocities of the four closest points. If the four first neighbors of \( p \) on the velocity grid are the points \( q_1, q_2, q_3 \) and \( q_4 \), we evaluate the velocity at \( p \) as follows:

\[
v(p, t) = \sum_{i \text{ valid}} \frac{Z}{d(p, q_i)} v(q_i, t)
\]  

(B2)

where the sum in the expression above is restricted to valid points (i.e. points on the ocean with measured velocity) and the normalization constant \( Z \) is such that all the weights sum up to 1,

\[
Z^{-1} = \sum_{i \text{ valid}} \frac{1}{d(p, q_i)}
\]  

(B3)

When none of the four first neighbor points has a valid velocity we consider the point \( p \) cannot be assigned a valid velocity.

A trajectory \( p(t) \) is constructed by integrating velocity maps, interpolated in both space and time, with one-hour time increments, that is:

\[
p(t + \Delta t) = p(t) + v(p(t), t) \Delta t
\]  

(B4)

where here \( \Delta t = 1 \text{ h} \).

To compute the advective and material derivatives of a scalar \( \theta(x, t) \) we need to compute its increments along a trajectory for constant and time-varying maps, respectively. We evaluate the value of the scalar \( \theta \) at a non-grid point \( p \) in a similar way to what is done with the velocity, namely:

\[
\theta(p, t) = \sum_{i \text{ valid}} \frac{Z}{d(p, q_i)} \theta(q_i, t)
\]  

(B5)
The interpolation on singularity exponents should be treated in a slightly different way, however. When considering singularity exponents \( h(x, t) \) it should be taken into account that variables \( h(x, t) \) are not additive and hence they cannot be linearly interpolated. According to Eq. (2), what is additive is \( r^h(x, t) \), so we should hence interpolate \( h(p, t) \) according to the following expression:

\[
r^h(p, t) = \sum_{i \text{ valid}} \frac{Z}{d(p, q_i)} r^h(q_i, t)
\]

(B6)

where \( r \) is the resolution scale at which singularity exponents are calculated. The value of \( r \) can be difficult to obtain in real situations, but we can take advantage of the fact it is very small in our case, so we can simplify the expression above by considering the dominant term,

\[
h(p, t) = \min_{i \text{ valid}} \{h(q_i, t)\}
\]

(B7)

that is, the exponent at the point \( p \) is the minimum of the exponents of the valid neighboring points.

The advective derivative of \( \theta \) at the point \( p(t) \) and time \( t \) is given by the variation of \( \theta \) along the trajectory for a constant map and time increment \( \Delta t = 1 \) day, according the equation:

\[
A\theta(p(t), t) = \frac{\theta(p(t + \Delta t), t) - \theta(p(t), t)}{\Delta t}
\]

(B8)

while the material derivative is evaluated taking into account that the map \( \theta \) itself evolves,

\[
D\theta(p(t), t) = \frac{\theta(p(t + \Delta t), t + \Delta t) - \theta(p(t), t)}{\Delta t}
\]

(B9)

In Figs. 3 and 4, we show the time averages of the absolute values of these derivatives, denoted by \( \tilde{A}\theta(x, t) \) and \( \tilde{D}\theta(x, t) \). In the case of the time-averaged advective derivative,
at each time $t$ we take each point in the ocean as the origin and we integrate for a single time step $\Delta t$; the advective derivatives at the same point and different times are averaged together. In the case of the time-averaged material derivative, we take each point on the ocean grid as starting point of the respective trajectory, that we follow for all the days in the time period used to average, then the material derivatives starting from the same point at the initial day are averaged together.

To avoid divergences due to cancellations in the gradient in Eq. (3), both the time derivative and the gradient are weighted with a fast-decreasing kernel, namely $(1+|r|^2)^{-1}$.
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Fig. 1. Top: Global MW SST image for 1 October 2005; units in color bar are Celsius degrees. Bottom: Associated map of singularity exponents (which have no units).
**Fig. 2.** From top to bottom: Singularity exponents derived from MW SST for two different areas and times; altimeter-derived geostrophic velocities for the same locations and times; and superimposition of both fields. The colorbar for the singularity exponent maps is the same as in Fig. 1; the maximum length of velocity vectors corresponds to 1 m/s. Results on the left column are for Gulf Stream area on 1 February 2003; results on the right are for Kuroshio current on 1 November 2002.
Fig. 3. Time averages of the absolute value of advective derivatives of singularity exponent maps (left) and SST (right), for a period of three consecutive days. Results on the top row correspond to the period 1–3 January 2003; results on the bottom row are for 1–3 July 2003. The spatial averages of these quantities are as follows: Singularity exponents: 0.065 day$^{-1}$ (January) and 0.068 day$^{-1}$ (July); SST: 0.53°C/day (January) and 0.51°C/day (July).
Fig. 4. Time averages of absolute values of material derivatives of singularity exponent maps (left) and SST (right) for a period of three consecutive days. Results on the top row correspond to the period 1–3 January 2003; results on the bottom row are for 1–3 July 2003. The spatial averages of these quantities are as follows: Singularity exponents: 0.11 day$^{-1}$ (January) and 0.11 day$^{-1}$ (July); SST: 1.65°C/day (January) and 1.49°C/day (July).
Fig. 5. Adective divergence speed maps obtained from singularity exponents (top) and from SST (bottom); results are for the time average over the days 1 to 3 July 2003. The spatially averaged advective divergence speeds are 1.03 km/day for singularity exponents and 7.59 km/day for SST.
Fig. 6. Material divergence speed maps obtained from singularity exponents (top) and from SST (bottom); results are for the time average over the days 1 to 3 July 2003. The spatially averaged material divergence speeds are 1.61 km/day for singularity exponents and 23.57 km/day for SST.